Point-of-Sale
Boost profitability and patient satisfaction.
Our Point-of-Sale (POS) system integrates seamlessly with our Pharmacy
Management Systems to provide a storewide retail management solution.
It works with our pharmacy systems to tighten inventory management,
eliminate redundancies, and drive retail profits.

Integrated Retail Management
POS offers comprehensive retail management for one store or centralizes retail
operations for multiple locations. Use POS to update item pricing, order and
receive inventory electronically from your wholesaler, integrate with pharmacy will
call, and manage a customer loyalty program. POS lets you establish automatic
reorder levels to reduce inventory investment and maintain proper levels. POS
also helps you identify fast- or slow-moving inventory and high-volume trends to
capitalize on supplier discounts.

Greater Efficiency
POS integrates with our pharmacy management systems so retail and pharmacy
share databases to streamline operations. Utilize electronic signature capture via
wireless tablets for in-store and drive-thru customers. Remote Checkout® provides
a wireless checkout while up-to-date pricing and barcode scanning reduce errors
and unauthorized discounts. Our POS system is SIGIS certified, IIAS compliant,
adjudicates FSA/HRA-eligible items, and makes managing a customer loyalty or
gift-card program easy.

Easy to Learn, Easy to Use
POS has an easy-to-learn design that supports time-saving touchscreen
technology. Retail staff can choose mouse, touchscreen, or keyboard navigation
to access user-friendly screens with large buttons and eye-friendly colors.

••

Comprehensive Training and Support
We offer toll-free support and online training guides and tutorials as well as stepby-step wizards that provide help for infrequently performed tasks.

••

••

••

••

••

••

Fully integrates with our pharmacy
management systems for storewide
management
Compliant with IRS regulations for IIAS
and FSA cards
Improves inventory management with
automatic reordering, purchase orders,
and purchase-order acknowledgments
Uses electronic signature capture to track
prescriptions checked out through the
register and alerts cashiers to additional
customer prescriptions waiting in will call
Provides multiple payment options,
including credit and debit cards and instore charge accounts
Easily manages store loyalty and gift-card
programs
Reduces store loss with check
verification, multi-level security, and
limits on individual check cashing, voids,
and refunds
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Point-of-Sale
Front-End Management
••

Automatically updates pharmacy
workflow by removing prescriptions
from will call*

••

••

Scans prescriptions during checkout
to alert cashier to other
prescriptions for pickup

••

Training mode ensures data isn’t
retained or collected while training
employees

Supports two-drawer operation
Customer Checkout

••

••

Provides FSA/HRA adjudication with
SIGIS-certification and IIAScompliance
Makes customer checkout fast,
easy, and flexible with touchscreen
or keyboard controls

••

••

••

Validates and processes payments
via credit/debit cards, in-store
charge accounts, and checks
Provides a cash-back option on
debit transactions

for PSE log, HIPAA, and HME
documents, as well as credit and
FSA cards at the POS register or
with a wireless tablet*
••

Utilizes a single electronic signature

Offers wireless signature capture
for drive-thru customers*

Flexible and Secure
••

••

••

Helps eliminate cashier errors and
unauthorized discounts
Controls access with flexible
security levels

••

••

Employee time-clock function tracks
employee hours

Prints deposit and customer
information on the backs of checks

••

Allows limits on check cashing,
voids, and refunds to protect
against loss

Retains an electronic log for the
pickup of controlled substance
prescriptions (Class 2, 3, 4, or 5
drugs)

Inventory Management
••

••

Provides Quick Add feature to easily
add new items

••

Enables you to establish automatic
reordering levels and check in
inventory

Allows electronic ordering and
receiving from wholesaler, one click
and inventory is automatically
updated when order arrives

••

••

Allows you to track shrinkage by
comparing the on-hand quantity in
the system with actual inventory
Generates purchase orders and
purchase-order acknowledgements

Centralized Front-End Operations
••

Generates centralized reports,
including credit-card analysis,
department sales and drawer
balancing

••

Monitors and manages a central
customer loyalty program

••

Centrally manages gift cards so
customers can purchase from any
of your store locations

Item Pricing
••

Prices by item or group using a
variety of pricing formulas

••

Receives electronic price updates
directly from your wholesaler
through ASAP-standard 832 via
Internet connection

••

Eliminates individual price item
stickers

Manage Store Promotions
••
••

Manages customer loyalty programs

••

Tracks sales to identify seasonal
trends

Measures the effectiveness of
in-store promotions

••

Manages your own gift-card
program

Easy Connectivity
••

Exports data in a variety of file
formats for analysis and reports*

••

Communicates with multiple
wireless devices for enhanced

customer service and convenience*

* Requires additional hardware, software or services.
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